Letter 894f
De-Resonating Resonant Evil
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Dear Yeshua,
Sunday, 12 December 2021, 4:32AM
What follows I originally wrote as “post dream analysis” for Letter 894c. But after some thought I
realized it required it’s own document.
(From Letter 894c — Post Dream Analysis Says That: When I woke I was really sore. And my spirit-man was
vibrating (or resonating). I have experienced this phenomena before. See Letter 261, and the next Letter
894d.)
=======
There is something which comes to mind concerning this matter. The Lord Holy Spirit recently revealed
to me that there is a “noise” that Hell produces in spirit-space which is constantly “there”. This is the
accumulated and on-going noise of the sins of Hell (fallen angels and demons, NOT human beings). This
noise vibrates throughout spirit-space, so that if the ears of one’s spirit-man are attuned to that
“frequency”, one can sense that vibration. This is the same vibration which unscrewed the screws in the
legs of my dining room table (see Letter 518… and this photo).
This is the sound of Hell on Earth. All the resonance of HR’s spiritual activities all vibrating into one
continual monotonous mono-tonal pitch.
A year or two ago, I was sensing that vibration, and suddenly it either stopped, or (more likely) the Lord
Holy Spirit shielded me from the awareness and/or effect of it. This cessation lasted for only 2 or 3
seconds, but it was long enough for me to gain a clear understanding and memory of what had just taken
place.
But suddenly it stopped, and I didn’t feel it anymore. I realized then that I had been so used to feeling it’s
ongoing presence, that I thought it was normal.
Well, it ain’t normal. It is abnormal. And the lack of vibration which I experienced revealed an underlying
peace, which IS normal. And for a moment in time, I actually felt good for a change.
The reason I sense the vibration the way I do is because of the nature of the intercession I engage in
against Hell. This puts me in a position of opposition against the work product of Hell’s Resources. It is
this work product that produces what angel Gabe calls evil resonance; or to make a play on a title of a
movie series we both like, “Resonant Evil”.
Spirit-space was created by Yahweh, but has become full of the enemy and the works of the devil. But that
space does not belong to the Satan or HR. It belongs to Creator God.
I’m not sure exactly, but it may be that Jesus is using our ministry to begin cleaning out spirit-space of the
things which create this evil vibration.
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It may be that is why in the beginning, the Spirit of God was “hovering” over the earth which had become
“formless and void” (see Genesis 1:1-2). It may also be that He was de-resonating the noise of Hell which
had caused “darkness” to cover “the face of the deep”.
So far the only antidote I have discovered to this evil vibration is the brief respite which the Lord Himself
provided.
Perhaps some day in the future, He will make it a more permanent and lasting arrangement.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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